Four kinds of Fe3O4/Ag granular systems were prepared from sintered mixtures of Fe3O4 and Ag or Ag2O. Magneto-resistances (MRs) were measured at room temperature for samples with Ag volume fraction x between 0 and 0.4. Samples including relatively large Fe3O4 grains showed 1% to 1.4% room temperature MR ratios (MRR) at 1 T. On the other hand, samples including Fe3O4 nano-particles showed large negative room temperature MRR of about -4% to -5% at 1 T near the percolation threshold of xc-0.2. It was suggested that Fe3O4/Ag/Fe3O4 paths were effective for the large IMRRI by the elastic conduction of spin-polarized electrons between Fe3O4 nano-particles. Possibility of spin accumulation in small Ag particles was also shown for this system.
Introduction
Half metallic magnetite (Fe3O4) junctions with -100 % spin polarization of conduction d electrons have been expected to realize the new oxide magnetic storage devices such as magnetic random access memory (MRAM) by large negative magneto-resistance (MR). In the thin films of Fe3O4, negative room temperature MR-ratios (MRR) of about -1% at 1 T have been reported for polycrystalline and single crystalline samples [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These MRR-results were interpreted as one of the intrinsic effects by the electron hopping between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions. The large MR effect can be anticipated by the tunneling MR (TMR) through the thin insulating barriers between Fe3O4-grains. Relatively high IMRRI-results about 5 % at 1 T have been reported for room temperature (RT) TMR in Fe3O4 films with oxide barriers such as MgO [9] , y -Fe2O3 [10] [11] [12] and ZnFe2O4 [13] . The MRR was defined here as [ p (11)-p maxi I p max, where p was the resistivity and p max was the maximum one in low magnetic field region. In the bulk granular system, the Zno.41Fe2.59o4 with a -Fe2O3 grain boundaries [14] showed a largely negative RT-MRR of -61 % at 1 T, though it disappeared above 320 K. For nano-contacted Fe3O4 particles [15] , the RT-MRR of -75 % at 8 mT was reported, but the nano-contacting parts were unstable against a small external turbulence.
In the present work, RT-MR effects in Fe3O4/Ag nano-granular systems were investigated, expecting the large RT-MRR with well reproducibility by physical and chemical stabilization of the conduction paths by the metallic Ag for the polarized conduction electrons among Fe3O4 nano-grains.
Sample preparation
Four kinds of samples with Fe3O4 nano-grains were prepared by the following procedures. First, the precursor of Fe3O4 nano-particles were precipitated by mixing aqueous solution of FeC12.4H2o, 2FeC13.6H2o and aqueous ammonia. Then the obtained Fe3O4 nano-particles were mixed with commercial Ag (samples I) or Ag2O (samples II) powders. They were sintered at 473 K in the Ar atmosphere with 1.5% H2 gas. The prepared samples had the Ag volume fraction of x= VAg VFe3o4+ VAg) between 0 and 0.35. On the other hand, the samples III were directly precipitated by mixing the aqueous solution of FeC12.4H2O, 2FeCI3.6H2O and the aqueous ammonium solution of Ag2O, but solvable Ag volume fraction x was limited to 0.13. At x larger than 0.13, the Ag2O powder particles partially deposited in the mixed solution. Therefore, for samples III, only the precipitates in 0 < x < 0.13 were sintered under the same condition as former samples I and II. The samples C were obtained from the sintered powder mixtures of commercial Fe3O4 and Ag at 773 K in the atmosphere of H2 : Ar = 0.02 : 0.98. Field dependences of the room-temperature MR ratios (MRR) of samples II. 
